July 4th 2014 Predictions by Dr. Rakesh Kumar (PhD) being Fulfilled

**Prediction:** “These planetary aspects will create a great cosmic energy that may bring floods, earthquakes - Most places around water will get affected. South China Sea, Sea of Japan . . .”

**Fulfillment:**
- Japan issues highest alert over typhoon Neoguri – July 8th 2014
- Typhoon stops transport, knocks out power in Japan – July 8th 2014
- After battering Okinawa, dangerous Typhoon Neoguri targets southern Japan – July 9th 2014

“**The magnetic field around Earth is going to change and there will be a shift of the Earth’s axis**”
- Earth’s magnetic field showing significant weakening – June 19th 2014
  [http://thewatchers.adorraeli.com/2014/06/19/earth-s-magnetic-field-showing-signs-of-significant-weakening/](http://thewatchers.adorraeli.com/2014/06/19/earth-s-magnetic-field-showing-signs-of-significant-weakening/)
- Earth’s magnetic field is weakening 10 times faster now – July 9th 2014

“**President Barack Obama will have to face huge challenges during this time**”
- Move to impeach Barack Obama – July 10th 2014
  [https://gma.yahoo.com/meet-impeachment-crowd-6-republicans-want-obama-203425775.html](https://gma.yahoo.com/meet-impeachment-crowd-6-republicans-want-obama-203425775.html)

“**These planetary aspects will create a great cosmic energy that may bring floods, earthquakes, Tornadoes, landslides and accidents**”
- Strong earthquake hits Japan, triggering off a Tsunami – July 11th 2014
- 80 million Americans in path of violent storms – July 14th 2014

“**President Barack Obama will have to face huge challenges during this time**”
- Two thirds of Republicans want to impeach President Barack Obama – July 14th 2014
  [http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/07/14/obama-impeachment-poll_n_5584055.html](http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/07/14/obama-impeachment-poll_n_5584055.html)

“**There will be scarcity of food and water at some places. The region of South America, down south coast and all the way to the west coast (California) will be vulnerable to these attacks of nature.**” April 4th Newsletter.
- California devastated by severe draught – July 15th 2014

“**Sea of Japan, Philippine Sea, the Bay of Bengal, the Indian Ocean, the west Pacific Ocean, Gulf of Mexico and such places will all be susceptible to the storms and floods**”
- Hundreds of thousands flee from Philippines typhoon – July 16th 2014

“**There will be climatic changes and the seas and oceans will churn, as volcanoes erupt**”
- Mount Fuji volcano in Japan ready to explode anytime – July 16th 2014
“There will be climatic changes and the seas and oceans will churn, as volcanoes erupt - South China Sea, Sea of Japan, Philippine Sea . . .”
Killer Typhoon heading towards China after killing 38 people in Philippines – July 17th 2014

Mysterious giant hole appears in Siberia, called as the “End of the World”. – July 17th 2014

“Terror, war, attacks of nature will affect all. This is also going to the transition time for many souls.”
Malaysian Airline shot down by terrorists - All 298 dead – July 17th 2014

“These planetary aspects will create a great cosmic energy that may bring floods, earthquakes, Tornadoes, landslides and accidents.”
One third of US at risk of earthquake – July 17th 2014

Epic draught in California. More than 20 wildfires raging. July 17th 2014

“Thunder and lightning will tear the skies . . .”
Lightning strikes more than 3000 times within 2 hours in the U.K. – July 18th 2014

Sun is eerily quiet, no sun spots visible at all, very unusual – July 18th 2014

Earthquake hits Northeast Japan- July 21st 2014
http://news.yahoo.com/magnitude-6-6-earthquake-hits-off-japans-northeast-191920166.html

Thunder, lightning and flooding in UK, causes much disruption – July 19th 2014

“These strong energies may create war on Earth and there could be a lot of destruction”
War intensifies in first major ground battle in Gaza, many dead. July 21st, 2014

“President Barack Obama will have to face huge challenges during this time. Not only will he face challenges due to nature but also face war.”
President Obama under severe pressure- July 22nd 2014

“These planetary aspects will create a great cosmic energy that may bring floods, earthquakes, Tornadoes, landslides and accidents”
Plane crashes in Taiwan, all feared dead – July 23rd 2014

“These strong energies may create war on Earth and there could be a lot of destruction.”
Fighting rages between Russia and Ukraine – 2 jets gunned down -July 23rd 2014
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“These planetary aspects will create a great cosmic energy that may bring floods, earthquakes, Tornadoes, landslides and accidents”
Algerian airlines crashes, killing all 116 people – July 24th 2014

“War crisis will prevail over Iraq, Syria and nearby”
Attack on bus in Iraq kills 50 people – July 24th 2014

War intensifies as Israel launches more attacks, killing hundreds– July 24th 2014

“I can foresee the Navy at some places highly active in these months.”
India, Japan and US have the biggest Naval warfare exercise – July 24th 2014

“These planetary aspects will create a great cosmic energy”
“Some mysterious planet will emit powerful Blue colored positive rays on Earth”. April 4th News
Mysterious signal received from cluster of stars in constellation of Perseus – July 25th 2014

“War crisis will prevail over Iraq, Syria and nearby”

“There will be scarcity of food and water at some places” – April 4th Newsletter

“Thunder and lightning will tear the skies and oceans and rivers will overflow restlessly as the tempests engulf the Earth”
Thunder, hail, lightning and floods paralyze England. Zombie Apocalypse Storm hits many parts of Britain – July 28th 2014

Lightning strikes Los Angeles, 1 dead, 13 injured – July 28th 2014

“President Barack Obama will have to face huge challenges during this time. Not only will he face challenges due to nature but also face war. Threat will be from the mid-east and east countries. Japan, China, Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, Korea- all these countries may get entangled”
North Korea threatens nuclear attack on Whitehouse – July 28th 2014

“Southwest and Southeast coasts of America, Europe, India, Pakistan and neighboring countries may get affected too”
Strong earthquake strikes Vera Cruz, Mexico – July 29th 2014
http://thewatchers.adorraeli.com/2014/07/29/strong-and-dangerous-m6-3-earthquake-struck-veracruz-mexico/

“These strong energies may create war on Earth and there could be a lot of destruction.”
Israel makes heaviest attack in Gaza, 128 killed; hundreds injured, 1.7 million without power and water, and overall more than 1200 dead, more than 7000 injured - July 30th 2014
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“These planetary aspects will bring floods, earthquakes, Tornadoes, landslides and accidents. India, Pakistan and neighboring countries may get affected too”
Hundreds trapped in landslide in India due to heavy flooding, many dead – 1st August 2014
http://www.cnn.com/2014/08/01/world/asia/india-landslide/

“Many places in the world will get affected during this time”
Blast in China car factory leaves 68 dead and over 200 injured – August 2nd 2014

“Thunder and lightning will tear the skies . . . .”
Several lightning strikes California causing huge fires - August 2nd 2014

“Russia may also get aggressive.”
Ukraine city on verge of humanitarian catastrophe – August 2nd 2014

“India, Pakistan and neighboring countries may get affected too”
More than 100 feared dead in a deadly landslide in Nepal. – August 3rd 2014

“Gulf of Mexico and such places will all be susceptible to the storms and floods. Southwest and Southeast coasts of America . . . .”
Earthquake hits Hawaii – August 7th 2014

“President Barack Obama will have to face huge challenges during this time. Not only will he face challenges due to nature but also face war”
US Bombs Iraq – August 7th 2014

“These planetary aspects will create a great cosmic energy that may bring floods, earthquakes, Tornadoes, landslides and accidents”
Record breaking rains and flooding - August 13th 2014

Long Island, New York flooded - August 13th 2014

Michigan flooded- August 12th 2014 - more than 1000 vehicles abandoned
http://news.yahoo.com/photos/michigan-flooding-slideshow/

“War crisis will prevail over Iraq, Syria and nearby”
Jihadists (Terrorists) kill more than 700 in Syria – August 16th 2014

“India, Pakistan and neighboring countries may get affected too”
Nationwide demonstration in Pakistan to oust the prime minister – August 18th 2014
http://mashable.com/2014/08/20/pakistani-protests-in-pictures/

“These planetary aspects will create a great cosmic energy that may bring floods, earthquakes . . . .”
Thousands of intense earthquakes hit Iceland – August 19th 2014
“War crisis will prevail over Iraq, Syria and nearby South China Sea, Sea of Japan, Philippine Sea, the Bay of Bengal, the Indian Ocean, the west and become very powerful.”


“Southwest and Southeast coasts of America, Europe, India, Pakistan and neighboring countries may get affected too”


“These planetary aspects will create a great cosmic energy that may bring floods, earthquakes, Tornadoes, landslides and accidents - Most places around water will get affected. South China Sea, Sea of Japan . . .”


“There will be climatic changes and the seas and oceans will churn, as volcanoes erupt”


“There will be great solar flares and great magnetic storms around Earth.” – April 4th Newsletter 


“The Indian Prime minister will also face new challenges as the country gets affected in this time. He will have to implement new resolutions to fix things. He will make many foreign connections and trips and become very powerful.”


“South China Sea, Sea of Japan, Philippine Sea, the Bay of Bengal, the Indian Ocean, the west Pacific Ocean, Gulf of Mexico and such places will all be susceptible to the storms and floods”


“War crisis will prevail over Iraq, Syria and nearby”
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Jihadists kill 40 Iraqi soldiers, capture 70 – Sept 23rd 2014

“President Barack Obama will have to face huge challenges during this time. Not only will he face challenges due to nature but also face war. Threat will be from the mid-east and east countries”
Islamic State ready for war with US and allies, will kill civilians around the world, asks Muslim worldwide to join war – Sept 23rd 2014

Heavy rains cause landslides in North east India – Sept 23rd 2014

First severe draught, then massive fires multiplying – Is California destroying? Sept 25th 2014

“War crisis will prevail over Iraq, Syria and nearby”
ISIS terrorists overrun army base near Bagdad, kill 300 soldiers – Sept 25th 2014

“Some people of big status will perish during this time. Scams will be discovered and political leaders will be put to shame.”
One of India’s most powerful politician, Jayalalitha, Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu has been sentenced to jail for four years on corruption charges - September 27th 2014.

“There will be climatic changes and the seas and oceans will churn, as volcanoes erupt.”
Volcano erupts in Japan, 47 killed, many injured – September 28th 2014

“The Indian Prime minister will also face new challenges as the country gets affected in this time. He will have to implement new resolutions to fix things. He will make many foreign connections and trips and become very powerful. He may have to make some very strong decisions and prepare to defend the country against aggression from the Northeast side (China?) Amidst wars of nature and man, and wars of religious fanatics, India will be the harbinger of peace and unity and tolerance of all religions and faith. The leaders will follow the divine command and will follow righteous humanitarian and spiritual principles”
Indian Prime minister Narendra Modi sways America, after swaying Japan and China – September 28th 2014